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Introduction

Tsamosan has been recognized as a distinct branch of the Salishan language family at least since 1950, when Swadesh set up an Olympic branch of a Coast Division based on lexicostatistical calculations. Swadesh’s subgrouping of Salish has been generally accepted ever since, even by those who are not convinced by lexicostatistical evidence. The major challenge to Swadesh’s Olympic branch was from Dyen (1962), who suggested that the evidence did not support Olympic as a natural subgroup within Salish. Elmendorf (1969) then introduced geographical contiguity to explain the closer lexicostatistical relations between Twana and Southern Lushootseed and the Tsamosan languages, and concluded that Swadesh was correct in setting Olympic apart. The matter has essentially remained there, with the recognized status of Tsamosan based entirely on lexical evidence. Those who have familiarity both with Tsamosan and other Salishan languages have challenged this classification based on lexicon only to the extent of setting Tsamosan off as a branch coordinate with Central Salish, Interior Salish, etc., because it has appeared to them, even on casual acquaintance with Tsamosan, that this branch differs from Salish in all aspects of the languages. It is the purpose of this essay to elucidate the non-lexical distinctiveness of Tsamosan, drawing evidence from phonology, morphology, syntax, and discourse structure. Not all features to be treated are of equal weight in marking distinctiveness, and some traits to be discussed have congeneres elsewhere in Salish, although either in a limited or distinctive way or they are found in a non-contiguous region. Wherever possible an explanation will be given of how the Tsamosan forms developed from Proto-Salish.

A name for this branch of Salish has long been a problem. Swadesh called it Olympic, presumably because of its geographic location. The designation is not particularly appropriate, however, because of the four languages in question, only Quinault, the Satsop dialect of Upper Chehalis, and some northern dialects of Lower Chehalis can be said to be on the Olympic Peninsula. Most of Lower Chehalis and Upper Chehalis, and all of Cowlitz were spoken to the south of the Olympic Peninsula, in southwestern Washington—along the lower Cowlitz River, along nearly the entire Chehalis River and its tributaries, and along the outer Washington Coast from Willapa Bay to just north of the Queets River. This region has no general designation that can be adapted to a name for the branch. Sometime in the mid-1970s vocabulary items which occurred only within this branch were sought to come up with a more suitable name. Elsewhere distinctive words for numerals have been used: Penutian from two and ur, ‘two’ in various languages of the phylum, and Mucan, based on words for ‘four’ in Wakaikan, Chemakuan, and Salish. Following this precedent, Tsamosan was agreed upon; c̃améx is the word for ‘eight’ in these four, and only these four, Salishan languages. It is an old compound of c̃am ‘two’ and má ‘four’.

History of the Study of Tsamosan Languages

The Tsamosan languages have been unequally studied. The first ones to be contacted by Europeans were those along the coast, Quinault and Lower Chehalis; the latter language is documented in several early word lists and contributed significantly to Chinook Jargon. However, it is the two inland languages that are best known today. None of the four had more than one or two speakers remaining by 1990, and the prospects of collecting more data by that date were extremely slim. Boas was responsible for one of the earlier major collections of Tsamosan vocabulary. He arranged for Humer E. Sergent of Pasadena, California to pay James A. Teit to collect artifacts for Sargent and linguistic material for Boas. Teit collected extensive word lists of all the Tsamosan languages, often from more than one dialect.

By far the best records of a Tsamosan language are of Upper Chehalis. The first lengthy word list is one collected by Myron Eells in 1885 for the Powell survey (Eells 1885). Boas spent much of two months of the summer of 1927 collecting data on this language, and wrote down several hundred pages of texts and grammatical and lexical information (Boas 1927). One of his students, Thelma Adamson, had been out from Columbia University the preceding summer (and was there again in 1927) collecting folktales in Cowlitz, Upper Chehalis, and Lower Chehalis. She later published these tales (Adamson 1934), and left a manuscript of extensive ethnographic notes on Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis (Adamson 1926-1927). She may well have had systematic linguistic materials as well, although any such materials have long since disappeared. Boas published part of one text in Upper Chehalis (Boas 1934), and added extensive footnotes outlining (quite accurately) the grammar of the language. Thomas Lee Collard collected data in 1958 from Sihls Heck for an M.A. thesis (Collard 1959), and the same informant served as the major source of all later material collected and used in publications on this language (Kinkade 1963-1964, 1966, 1967a, 1976, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1991, to appear).

Information on Cowlitz comes mainly from field notes collected in the summer of 1967 (Kinkade 1967b). This language had been thought to be extinct for twenty years before this, and no attempt had been made to find speakers. However, two sisters were found living in the vicinity of Yakima, and both remembered much of the language, although neither knew traditional texts, and it was not possible to collect much textural material of any sort. (Ironically their mother, Frances Northover, had died at 105 only in 1963, and an older sister who had cared for the mother died in 1966.) The only other significant source of data on Cowlitz was collected by Harrington (1942), obtained from Emmus Luscier at Bay Center; Mrs. Luscier was also the source of his data on Lower Chehalis. Harrington was interested exclusively in vocabulary and phonetics, and his materials give virtually no information about grammar. He also collected a very small amount of Quinault and Upper Chehalis.

In 1967 and 1968 Charles T. Snow collected data on Lower Chehalis for an M.A. thesis (Snow 1969). Kinkade also collected data on Lower Chehalis over a period of several years (1967, 1978-79), and was able to obtain a small amount of grammatical information, which was sketched out in Kinkade (1979). In 1882 Myron Eells collected a small amount of vocabulary and a text (Eells and Boas 1882, 1890); Boas checked and corrected this text in 1890. Leon Metcalfe tape recorded a Lower Chehalis text in 1952, although no one has yet attempted to transcribe it; he also recorded a small amount of Lower Chehalis and Quinault vocabulary (Metcalf 1952).

The best Quinault data are again field notes, this time of James A. Gibson (Gibson 1963); these served as the basis of an M.A. thesis on Quinault phonology (Gibson 1964). Beginning in 1965, Ruth H. Modrow began working with the Quinaluts to prepare a dictionary and teaching materials (Modrow 1967, 1971); these were published locally by the Quinault Tribe, and were not made available to outsiders. In any case, Modrow’s transcriptions are inadequate and difficult to use. Kinkade also collected incidental vocabulary while attempting to find Lower Chehalis speakers. Earlier the Quinaluts had been the basis of a major ethnographic study by Ronald L. Olson (1936); this work contains a small amount of poorly transcribed linguistic material.

Tsamosan Developments

Evidence for the Tsamosan branch will be given beginning with phonology, and working up through morphology to syntax and discourse structure. Nearly all this evidence will be from Upper Chehalis and
Cowlitz, simply because less is known about the structure of Lower Chehalis and Quinault. Little material has even been collected in Lower Chehalis, and it is not likely that more can be learned about this language; enough is known, however, to include some of its patterns in this discussion. More Quinault data exist, although only the phonology has had anything like adequate analysis, making it necessary to leave Quinault out of discussion at this time. This should not constitute a problem, however, since Quinault is at the western end of this chain of languages, and Quinault speakers would have had less contact with the rest of Salish than the other three Tsamosan languages, and may have innovated in yet other ways. In examples the languages will be indicated by the abbreviations Ch for Upper Chehalis, Cz for Cowlitz, Lo for Lower Chehalis, and Qn for Quinault.

1. The most obvious phonological characteristic of Tsamosan is the presence of k’ k· x in some of the languages. Otherwise this retention is found only in Bella Coola and Interior Salish; all other Salishan languages on the coast have shifted them to k’ k· x, although there is often some residue of the velar series. Quinault, Lower Chehalis, and the two downriver dialects of Upper Chehalis (Satsop and Oakville Chehalis) have undergone the sound shift, and are thus not distinctive from other coastal languages. However, the upriver dialect of Upper Chehalis (Tenino Chehalis) retained the unshifted velar series throughout, although Bous’s notes indicate that the series was quite palatalized. Silas Heck, one of the last sources of Upper Chehalis, consistently spoke the Oakville dialect, although he used a few Tenino dialect words (e.g. he consistently used k’et’k’ for ‘small, little’, where Bous recorded z’et’k’ from speakers of this dialect). Heck’s mother (Mary) and an older brother (Peter) provided texts and vocabulary for Boas and Adamson, and both spoke Tenino Chehalis; the fact that Silas Heck was much younger than Peter, and was sent off to boarding school as a child probably accounts for his dialect shift.

Cowlitz is often cited as the only coastal Salishan language, apart from Bella Coola, to retain k’ k· x. This is somewhat misleading, however, given that Tenino Chehalis also retained them, and that Cowlitz did in fact undergo only a partial shift. Both the k’ k· x and the k’ k· x series are phonemic in Cowlitz. They sometimes contrast, as in (1a), and they are sometimes in morphophonemic alternation, as in (1b).

(1) č’o’î̊’k’ ‘grease’ vs. č’o’î̊’k’ ‘sour’
      č’i’ ‘bud’ vs. č’i’ ‘house’
      mîk’ómi’ ‘head-tusks’ vs. mîk’ómi’ ‘horns’

(2) mîk’î̊’a’q’ ‘we are stealing it’
    mîk’î̊’a’q’ ‘he stole’
    mîk’î̊’a’q’ ‘he is stealing’

To complicate matters, all imperfective subject suffixes (and a few other suffixes) are treated as if they are open syllables, even when they contain a consonant cluster. Forms in (3) show the same vowel retention/deletion patterns as in (2), even though these imperfective subject suffixes contain consonant clusters.

(3) sôk’i̊’a’q’ ‘i am stealing it’
    sôk’i̊’a’q’ ‘we are stealing it’

These emphasize the effect of a system of concord, with morphemes agreeing according to aspect. Paradigmatic pressure, on the analogy of third person forms in -n (which would be the most frequently occurring subject), may have created this concord system out of a straightforward morphophonemic alternation based on syllable shape.

Most affixes end up appearing to have two shapes, one with vowels and one without, although the forms without vowels are predictable if a closed syllable is the cause of the deletion. Subject markers, however, have different shapes according to aspect, and the two sets (perfective and imperfective) are mostly not directly related. There are also vowel deletions at an earlier stage of derivation that skew these retention/deletion patterns, although this is automatic patterns which are particularly striking in these two languages.

3. Loss of a different sort characterizes Lower Chehalis. In this language there is a general pattern of truncation, analogous to what is found in the dialects of Kalispel, although apparently not as extensive. It is common for Lower Chehalis to lose entire final syllables, as in (4), where Lower Chehalis forms are contrasted with Upper Chehalis or Quinault cognates.

(4) Lo nôg’ ‘nose’     Ch nôg’
    Lo sât’ ‘three’     Ch sât, sôt’
    Lo sôd’ ‘smoke’     Qn sôd’ôd’
    Lo qí̊’a’q’ ‘dog’    Ch qí̊’a’q’

Such loss does not always occur, however, as in (5). The conditions under which loss does or does not occur k̲ unclear.
4. Another characteristic of vowels in all four Tsamosan languages is that there is a contrast between short and long vowels. Length contrasts do occur elsewhere in Salish (Chilliwack Halkomelem, Bella Coola), although they are not common. Length in Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz most commonly has morphemic status, and is the usual way of creating diminutives, as in the Upper Chehalis examples in (6).

(6) spanúx ‘rock’  
spנים ‘little rock’

(7) mís ‘four’  
míts ‘four (dimin.)’

The glottal stop that may occur in these forms is likely the origin of vowel length indicating diminutive; the usual articulation of a long vowel is length plus a sharp drop in pitch and accompanying creakiness. The amount of creakiness varies, from little to full glottal closure. Although this diminutive marking is here said to be length, it can be seen from the examples in (6) that length is only part of what happens. With the low vowel a, only length is involved. The two high vowels, however, are both lengthened and lowered, changing i to e (phonetically usually [ɛ] and [ɛː]) and a to o (phonetically usually [ɔ] and [ɔː]). The mid central vowel a undergoes yet a different change. When the diminutive morpheme applies to a, the result is a short low front vowel [ɛ]. This development may not be as odd as it seems; it has to do with the nature of a in these languages. This issue will be considered further below.

Length in Quinault and Lower Chehalis does not appear to mark diminutives, although it is nevertheless contrastive (Gibson 1964, Snow 1969), as in (8).

(8) Qn miyi ‘sand’  
miyi ‘beec’

mán ‘complete’  
mán ‘shened’

Lo ḥł ‘eat’  
ʔl ‘táx ‘tomorrow’

mís ‘four’  
mís-xam ‘sleep’

Vowel length does not cause lowering in these two languages, and applies only to i, a, and u; o does not lengthen.

5. A minor development in Upper Chehalis is the frequent loss of l before another (non-syllabic) consonant, sometimes with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. This rule is quite pervasive in the language, and can be seen by contrasting Upper Chehalis with Cowlitz forms, as in (9).

(9) Ch qāt ‘water’  
Ch tā ‘he waited’

Cz qāl?  
Cz tālh

The loss of l also shows up morphophonemically or in free (or dialectical) variation with its retention in Upper Chehalis, as in (10).

(10) ‘tā šiqág-ḥuł-č ‘he argued’  
‘tā šiqág-ḥuł-č ‘they argued (recip.)’

sā-l-č ‘he is going by’  
sā-l-č ‘he went by’

‘tā lā-č ‘he arrived’  
‘tā lā-č ‘he brought it’

s-č’a-ð-č ‘he is looking for (something)’

This loss of l does not always occur as expected, although alternation within some morphemes (such as -čala- ‘mouth’) is consistent.

6. A common phenomenon throughout much of Salish is the devoicing of l in word-final position or when it occurs before a voiceless obstruent. This also happens in Tsamosan, and in Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz there is a frequent morphophonemic alternation between l and t. This comes about as a result of the vowel retention patterns discussed in 2 above and because third person imperfective forms end in a syllabic n; both these conditions leave the l in a voiced environment. The alternation can occur in roots (as in 11a) or in suffixes (as in 11b; all examples in 11 are from Upper Chehalis).

(11a) s-lqál-n ‘he is eating it’  
s-lqál-n ‘he ate it’

catal ‘his foot, leg’  
catl ‘foot, leg’

(11b) s-túl-mal-n ‘he is pushing (it)’  
s-túl-mal-n ‘he pushed (it)’

s-túl-mal-n ‘he is smothering’  
s-túl-mal-n ‘he smothered’

s-čqíl-tul-n ‘he is paddling’  
s-čqíl-tul-n ‘he paddled’

Other resonants do not undergo such voicing alternations, although the alternation of the causative suffixes -saw-‘-s’ and the development of the reflexive suffix as -cč apparently have their origin in a devoicing of final w.

7. In a number of instances, Proto-Salishan *l* has become unrounded in Tsamosan (except apparently Quinault), and appears as s in Cowlitz and palatalizes to š in Upper and Lower Chehalis. Although this is not a widespread development, it is quite striking in that it affects a few common roots and some basic pronominal markers. Examples in roots are given in (12) and in affixes or clitics in (13).

(12) Cz qč-n, Ch qč-n, Lo qč ‘mouth’ (cf. Qn qāt, Lushootseed qād’es)  
Cz tń-x, Ch tń-x, Lo tń ‘earth’ (cf. Qn tńt ‘sky’, Twana tń-x ‘earth’)

(13) Cz -nč, Ch -ńč ‘reciprocal (perfective aspect)’ (cf. Thompson, Columbian -wáx’)  
Cz -čx, Ch -čl-čx, Lo -čx ‘reflexive’ (cf. Qn -čč)
The reflexive in Cowlitz also appears as -ct before third person possessive i. The second person singular subject can be reconstructed as Proto-Salish *-s'; in imperative forms, this appears in Cowlitz as -at', and in Upper Chehalis as -l (the relevant Lower Chehalis form is not recorded).

When various Tsamosan developments delineate here combine within a single word, the relationship of that word with other Salishan languages becomes considerably obscured. For example, Upper Chehalis shán̓ n̓ 'man' is directly cognate with Lushootseed níchalaht'c̓ and Clallam tachiñgyax 'person, Indian'; however, this is apparent only when the Tsamosan developments of vowel syncope (2), -loss (5), and the change of $t$ to $l$ (7) are recognized (different prefixes are probably involved, with a replacement of *tíc'- by -l in Upper Chehalis).

8. A possibly related development is of *s'ut to qí in Upper Chehalis in at least four morphemes. One is a particle and two are lexical suffixes found scattered throughout Salish, and the fourth is a suffix known only from Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz. All four show *s'ut in Cowlitz, and one showing *l rather than qí in Upper Chehalis may be reshaped. Other potential instances of this shift lack obvious cognates. The relevant morphemes are given in (14).

(14) Ch ái 'quotative'; Cz *s'ut (cf. Thompson ek'ut, Shuswap xk'e, Lushootseed k'ut?)
Ch *s'ut 'water'; Cz *k'u (cf. Columbian *(a)k'ìn, Coeur d'Alene *k'el)
Ch -lux- 'fire, firewood'; Cz -k'up- (cf. Columbian *ak'ip, Lushootseed -sup)
Ch -mí 'non-control passive, get-passive'; Cz -k'u (see 34 below)

The Shuswap and Lushootseed cognates of the quotative particle have slightly different glosses in the forms, and the sounds are slightly different; however, the Thompson and Cowlitz cognates clearly reflect the original shape.

The Lushootseed suffix for 'firewood' (-lux-) suggests that at least some of these morphemes go back to *s'ut rather than *k'u. In most cases the k became rounded under the influence of the following a, thus blocking palatalization, but this Lushootseed suffix clearly palatalized before rounding attached (note that Coeur d'Alene also regularly shifted unrounded k to $l$ in this environment, and the Coeur d'Alene cognate for this suffix is given as -lux 'fire, fuel'; Reichard 1938:602). If these all go back to *s'ut, then Upper Chehalis must have palatalized the k before rounding became attached, then fronted the vowel as well.

9. The reflexive suffix has developed in Tsamosan into shapes that no longer bear much resemblance to reflexives in other Salishan languages. The available Tsamosan forms are given in (15).

(15) Cz -<s (also -ix, -ax, and, before i, -ei) (perfective), -it- (imperfective)
Ch -i (perfective), -it- (imperfective)
Lu -s (perfective aspect)
Qn -eit'

Elsewhere in Salish one finds uniformly -cit or -mut, or the regular developments of these (i.e. some languages have changed the c to $t$, or changed the vowel to o, a, or i, and Twana has reduced the suffix to -t). These other languages would suggest that the reflexive in Proto-Salish was *-t-át (t- is the transitive marker), but the Tsamosan forms suggest rather *-t-át, with devoicing of the w to $x$. The stages of this development in Tsamosan would have been *-t-át → *-c'ít → *-xít- → *-c'ít' → *-ct' (r) or *-ct' → -ct' (r) (cf. Kinkade 1981). Lower Chehalis apparently kept the original vowel. The final i of the original suffix has been reanalyzed as a transitional element that is regularly added between a stem-final s or l and imperfective subject suffixes.

10. Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis supply the evidence necessary to understand the development of one of the Proto-Salishan forms for the number 'one', which appears variously with k̓ or l (two additional roots for 'one' can be reconstructed). Rounding of a velar blocks palatalization in Salish, so this is not an expected correspondence. Several of the forms are given in (16) (the list is not complete).

(16) Coeur d'Alene nákt'et; Spokane nákt'á̱t; Shuswap nákt'á̱t; Squamish nákt'á̱t; Chilliwack Halkomelem l'ča; Cowichan Halkomelem náct'á̱t; Saanich náct'á̱t; Clallam náct'á̱t; Snohomish d'čut; Tillamook náč'tá̱.

The cognate forms in Cowlitz are nákt'- or náct'-aw- and in Upper Chehalis nákt'- or náct'-aw- (in both languages these are the bound forms of 'one'; the independent forms are Cowlitz hča'e, Upper Chehalis hču-c's). These show -aw- as an independent and separable extender; this suffix also occurs with k̓á̱n- (Upper Chehalis k̓án-), the bound form of 'three'. Forms of 'one' with and without this extender are given in (17).

(17) Ch náct'-aw-st 'one fire'; náct'-aw-s 'one dollar'
Ch náct'-s-x 'one day'; náct'-st 'once'
Ch náct'-aw-k̓ 'or náct'-i'k̓ 'one fathom'
Cz náct'-aw-fa 'one dollar'; náct'-aw-sii 'one week'
Cz náct'-x-puux 'one year old'; náct'-st 'once'

The function of this extender is not clear, although in Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis it is clearly a separable element.

11. The causative suffix has undergone some changes in Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis that make its forms and use different from other Salishan languages. Interior Salishan languages generally have -stw (often reduced to -st- or -s-), Bella Coola has -(s)stut(-), and Central Salishan languages have a variety of forms usually developed from -(s)stw. These point to a reconstructed Proto-Salishan *(s)stw, with devoicing of the final w on the coast. The Tsamosan cognates (Lower Chehalis forms are lacking) also derive directly from this reconstruction. However, Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis have assigned the developments differently so that a final -x (also -s in Cowlitz) is used only in perfective aspect forms and only for a third person object. Otherwise -(s)stw (or -(s)st- or -(s)st-) is used, that is, whenever another morpheme follows. Because of some reanalysis of paradigmatic pronouns within these two languages such that third person objects are always indicated, and never zero as in other languages, this -x takes on the appearance of being a third person object suffix. Corresponding imperfective third person object forms have -(s)stw, and -(s)stw (or some variant of it) precedes object suffixes for all other persons. The -x', however, has been extended to another paradigm, one which does not use -(s)stw at all, and has -y- for the imperfective third person object (otherwise this paradigm has object suffixes with m rather than the usual c). Boas (1934:105, note 12) simply identifies -x' as 'him', although he recognizes that it occurs in
causative paradigms. It is the splitting of a single original causative suffix into two morphemes, and reassigning the functions of $\text{-}C_{2}$ that make this development unusual in Tsamosan.

12. Repulsion patterns in Tsamosan are quite different from those in other Salishan languages, and repulsion is used less. Only CVC (see 20 below) and a kind of $\text{-}C_{2}$ (see 21) repulsion occur in Cowitz and Upper Chehalis, and their functions are not the usual ones. Indeed, what appears to be $\text{-}C_{2}$ repulsion is not that at all, but is a stress-oriented repulsion, like that of diminutive replication in Shuswap, Thompson, and Lillooet, where the stressed vowel and a following consonant are repeated (with loss of the remaining unstressed vowel). This sort of stress-oriented repulsion is reported only for these few Salishan languages, three in the northern Interior, and these two in Tsamosan. Thus the Upper Chehalis forms in (18) repeat different parts of the words because stress falls in different places in the two aspects.

(18) ‘tit yâl’AC / s-yâl’â-wan ‘he went home / he is going home’
‘tit yâl’â’AC / s-yâl’â-wan ‘he went home slowly / he is going home slowly’

This reduplication looks at first like simple $\text{-}C_{2}$ repulsion because stress most commonly falls on the first vowel of the root; however, enough examples like ‘he is going home slowly’ occur to indicate that it is location of stress, and not root shape, that determines which is repeated. The functions of this reduplication pattern will be taken up below.

13. Second person singular possessive is regularly indicated in Salishan languages by a prefixed vowel often followed by a nasal; it often occurs preceding (or sometimes following) this marker (except in Bella Coola, Comox-Sliammon, and Lillooet, where new suffixes have been developed). The usual cognate of this prefix in all of Tsamosan is 1-ta-. However, Upper Chehalis has a variant in which occurs cliticized to A’s ‘future’ and A’s ‘past’, and infixed into qâ’t ‘modal’ and 1-tan ‘when, if’. Examples are in (19).

(19) clinic t mâl’m A-a-la s-pas-iq’en... ‘five prairies for you to cross...’
[two INDEF prairie FUT-2PASS s-cross-prairie-MDL]
... A-asta’1-1â-a-wa 1-1â-ta-la-wi-1-1â ‘... and you will get back where you live.’

[and FUT again-get.to-INTR-3PASS where past-2PASS COP-n-instrument]
‘tac-i’1 qâl-at s-1âll-i’c ‘Could you help me?’
[ST-question INDEF MOD +2PASS s-help-1OBJ]
‘tam i taal’A-iq’en... ‘When you find him...’
[when just when +2PASS find-TR]

Available data do not indicate if this variant occurs elsewhere in Salish, and its origin is unclear, since if there was a consonant associated with this morpheme in Proto-Salish it would have been n.


14. Reference was made above in 2 to the semi-concordial nature of aspect in Cowitz and Upper Chehalis. Some of this system was present in Lower Chehalis as well, although the extent of it there is unclear. Triggered in part by vowel-deletion rules, forms in imperfective and perfective aspects may be quite different, with imperfective forms generally retaining underlying vowels and perfective forms losing them. This part of the variation is essentially automatic, with vowel loss triggered by closed syllables (remembering that imperfective subject suffixes act as if they were open syllables). However, some morphemes simply have different shapes, depending on which aspect is used. Pronominal object suffixes, subject suffixes and enclitics, some transitive markers, and two intransitive markers are so distinguished. Aspect is further distinguished by what precedes the predicate: s- for imperfective (Ti- in Lower Chehalis), and (usually) 1-1 for perfective; in addition, unrealized aspect replaces s- with t and stative aspect replaces 1-1 with 1-ta- (while retaining the respective suffixes). This means that there will be agreement between a prefixed or pronomatized aspect marker and the specific shape of object/sbject markers, etc., and the choice of the subject markers determines whether or not vowels will be deleted. No attempt is made to give paradigms of all these features here (Upper Chehalis paradigms can be found in Kinkade 1991); some illustrative constructions are given in (20) for Cowitz and in (21) for Upper Chehalis.

(20) s-Tl’á’u-ul-s-‘I’m singing’ / 7l t’ilihk-n ‘I sang’
s-mâyi-s-ta-ma-1-n ‘he is punishing me’ / 1l t’ilâ-mi-s-st-m ‘he punished me’
s-át’ét-ta-s-st-m ‘we are hunting’ / 1l t’ilâ-s-ta-m-m ‘we hunted’
s-qâ’t-1-a-wa ‘you are getting angry’ / 1l-q-1q-s-1 ‘you are angry’

(21) s-Tl’á’u-ul-s-‘I’m singing’ / 7l t’ilihk-n ‘I sang’
s-át’ét-ta-s-ta-ma-1-n ‘he is looking for me’ / 1l t’ilâ-ta-t-st-m ‘he looked for me’
s-yq’1-pats-s-1 ‘we are walking’ / 1l-yq’1-s-pats-s1-m 1 ‘we walked’
s-mi’1-11-w ‘you are coming in’ / 1l t’ilâ-ta-1 ‘you came in’

A likely origin of this aspectual split is from a difference in independent and dependent clauses. It is common in Salish for dependent clauses to be marked by a prefixed s-, and in Thompson and Shuswap there is a special set of subject suffixes for use in dependent clauses. Tsamosan must have adapted dependent clause structure to imperfective aspect, and then used these in independent clauses to contrast with the older perfective aspect forms. This would account for the regular marking of Tsamosan imperfectives with s-.

Other features of the imperfective/perfective split are taken up in the next two sections.

15. Other Salishan languages have at least two sets of subject markers; they are divided between transitive and intransitive constructions (as in Interior Salish) or between independent and dependent clauses, with both distinctions made in the northern interior. These set s are unarily closely related, with one set suffixed to the predicate and the other formed with the same endings attached to k (or w for the northern Interior dependent set), creating a set of pronominal clitics. The Tsamosan division is different; the two sets of subject markers there are divided according to aspect, and the sets are not necessarily

2 This prefixed s- is ubiquitous in cited data, where it occurs without fail in imperfective constructions. In texts, however, it is most commonly absent, although all the other imperfective marking is present.
related. These sets are given in (22); the data are defective for Lower Chehalis, and Quinault appears to have only one set. In each set the imperfective suffix is given first, then the perfective enclitic.

(22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lower Chehalis</th>
<th>Cowlitz</th>
<th>Upper Chehalis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sg.</td>
<td>-w3 / kon</td>
<td>-ak / b3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 sg.</td>
<td>-k / l3</td>
<td>-l / l3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 sg.</td>
<td>-w3 / k / l3</td>
<td>-l / l3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pl.</td>
<td>-ward / k</td>
<td>-ward / k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pl.</td>
<td>-alp / kp</td>
<td>-alp / kp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 pl.</td>
<td>-amx / i-umx</td>
<td>-amx / i-umx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The origin of the imperfective forms is unclear. Second person singular and plural forms certainly have their origin in the suffixed forms for those persons found elsewhere in Salish (second person singular perfective forms have simply unrounded the original -x and then merged the result with the k or k). The first person singular imperfective forms may be in part derived the same way from -n, although the final x and 3 are unexplained, and no source is known for first person plural -stowe. The third person imperfective -n derives from a transitive marker (discussed further in 16). The third person plural perfective markers are derived from the lexical suffix for 'people', while the source of imperfective -II is unknown; third person plural markers are not reconstructible in Salish in any case.

There are also two sets of object suffixes distinguished by aspect. Here the differences are not as great and their development is more transparent. Besides this aspectual split, there are pairs distinguished by the initial consonant of the suffixes, t or m; the choice of these is now lexically determined. These sets with t and m also occur in Central Salish languages to the north, and so do not distinguish Tsamson, as the aspectual split does. The suffixes are given for Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis in (23).

(23)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cowlitz</th>
<th>Upper Chehalis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sg.</td>
<td>-cat, -mal / c, -nx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd sg.</td>
<td>-r, -y / n, -x(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st pl.</td>
<td>-awt, ? / -awt, -malt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Third person plural forms are created from the third person singular forms plus -awt in Cowlitz and -malt in Upper Chehalis. For Lower Chehalis, the third person suffixes are -or / or; otherwise only perfective first person singular, first person plural, and second person plural forms have been reconstructed. For the most part, the first and second person object suffixes in Tsamson go back to Proto-Salish, with some analogy operating to create -mal- and regular vowel reduction to derive -c for first person singular forms; the final t on the plural perfective forms is unexplained.

16. The third person forms are more interesting. As discussed above in 11, -xt derives from the causative suffix. The -r- and -r' are reinterpretations of old transitive markers, and cognates for these are found throughout Salish. These, as well as -r- and -r' (as well as other third person object suffixes not given here) appear to serve a dual function as both transitive marker and as third person marker. The latter function has developed analogically in order to give overt shape to third person object (which is most commonly zero elsewhere in Salish). This overt shape fills out the paradigm, and is needed in any case in perfective forms with a third person subject marked by zero (otherwise they could be indistinguishable from intransitive forms). Note that the original -or- 'transitive' has produced both the perfective object suffix and the imperfective subject suffix.

17. It was noted in 15 that Tsamosan retains both a c and an m set of object suffixes; this retention is shared with Central Salish, Tillamook, and Bella Coola, although the m set has been lost in Interior Salish. Tsamosan also retains the transitive -m -l 'relational', but has reshaped it so that it most frequently appears as -mis- or -ms- (mn appears in Lower Chehalis, although there are very few examples; data for Quinault are lacking). Again there is a difference between imperfective and perfective forms. The paradigms with object suffixes following 'relational' are given in (24).

(24)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cowlitz</th>
<th>Upper Chehalis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st sg.</td>
<td>-mi-cat / -mi-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg.</td>
<td>-mi-ci / -mi-ci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd sg.</td>
<td>-mis- / -mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st pl.</td>
<td>? / -mi-tawt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd pl.</td>
<td>? / ?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As with the other transitiizers, the relational suffix itself serves as the third person object marker. The use of relational forms is quite common in Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis, as it is in Interior Salish. Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis have yet another transitiveizer, -tas-. It is used more widely in Cowlitz than in Upper Chehalis, where it occurs only with q-tw- 'call, invite' and q-umi- 'fear, afraid'. How it differs semantically from other transitiizers is unclear, largely because it does not occur with many stems. Paradigms with following object suffixes are given in (25).

(25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cowlitz</th>
<th>Upper Chehalis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd sg.</td>
<td>-ts-mi / -ts-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd sg.</td>
<td>-taw / -taw / -taw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st pl.</td>
<td>? / -tawt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd pl.</td>
<td>? / ?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that while -mis- is followed by t object suffixes, -tas- requires the m set.

18. On the other hand, Tsamosan has lost, or nearly lost, certain suffixes common elsewhere.

(a) Tsamosan has completely lost the -nwi-nsax- inflection which is pervasive throughout all the rest of Salish. This suffix is variously glossed as 'non-control transitive', 'success', 'accidental', or the like, and indicates that a subject accomplishes something without actually exerting control over the outcome. The widespread use of this suffix in all other Salishan languages suggests that the function of the suffix (and the meaning expressed by it) is important to Salishan speakers. Tsamosan is therefore distinctive in having lost all traces of this suffix. Two suffixes are somewhat suggestive in form as cognates: -ar- 'indirective' and -or- 'transitive'. Neither fits, however, either phonologically or semantically. A change of n to l and then on to i at word boundaries is possible in Lushootseed, but no change of n to t, directly or

-
indirectly, is attested for Tsamosan. Constructions involving the Upper Chehalis indirective -twt- consistently have indirective meanings, but nothing compatible with meanings associated with the non-control transitive of other languages; thus one finds glosses in Upper Chehalis such as 'show (it) to', 'take (it) away', 'stick (it) on', or 'bring (it) to'. Similarly, this alternate causative -tw- (see 11 above) has meanings compatible with 'causative' rather than 'non-control': 'feed', 'take in, put in', 'grow, raise', 'end'.

(b) Suffixes glossed variously 'purposive', 'effort', 'happen to do', 'manage to do', and the like have been identified for several Central Salishan languages and Tillamook. These mostly turn up with a final -s, but actually must represent two separate suffixes, one that would derive from *-az, the other from *-as (for a careful discussion of the Tillamook reflex, see Egesdal and Thompson n.d.). There is no obvious cognate for either of these in Tsamosan, although the anomalous -at- transitivizer discusses above in 17 could be related (its occurrence with only a very limited number of roots makes it difficult to demonstrate a certain connection). Egesdal and Thompson (n.d.) suggest that the Tillamook relational suffix -awi (from *-mi-) can be followed by -as 'purposive'; the Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz relational suffix also has forms with -s (see 17), and this could have the same source as the Tillamook endings.

(c) There is also a suffix -il in several Central Salishan languages (and possibly Tillamook) glossed variously 'inherent change' (Lushootseed), 'state, condition' (Sechelt), 'go, come, get, become' (Chilliwack) that is distinct from reflexes of Proto-Salish *-ilis 'autonomous'. Tsamosan has the latter (see 32), but not the former.

19. Two roots in Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz are irregular in not taking any kind of transitive suffix before object suffixes. For these two roots, the third person object is zero, with none of the ambiguity in third person object marking found with various transitivizers. Both roots end in -l, and this -l deviates when word final. Otherwise these roots require the m series of object suffixes. Because object suffixes in Tsamosan are fully specified (see the paradigms), the absence of suffixes on these two roots is unexpected; this led Bous (1934:105) to identify -l- and -f as the object suffixes in these cases. The paradigm of fawai- 'leave' (fawaila in Cowlitz) is given in (26) to illustrate the irregularity.

(26) Ch
s-fawai-ml-m 'he is leaving/left me'
s-fawai-ml-ai 'he is leaving/left you (sp.)'
s-fawai-ml 'he is leaving/left him/her'
s-fawai-ml-ut 'he is leaving/left us/you (pl.)'

(cz)
f-fawai-ml 'he is leaving/left me'
f-fawai-ml-ai 'he is leaving/left you (sp.)'
f-fawai-ml 'he is leaving/left him/her'

The deletion of l before m in Upper Chehalis (see 5 above) makes the f and l look even more like independent elements; however the presence of the f in derived forms such as fawai-ml-1p 'leave word' and its retention in the perfective passive form fawal-m 'he was left' (where the l is retained because the m is syllabic) show that the l belongs to the root. The other root in question is fawai- eat (trans.). However, non-third person object suffixes with this root are considered awkward. This particular distinction in Tsamosan is, obviously, very minor, although it is of considerable historical importance in Salish. It turns out that cognates of these (and only these) two roots are irregular in Thompson in lacking transitive suffixes in third person forms; see 27 for relevant forms from Thompson and Thompson (1992:68; note that *l has become y in Thompson).

(27) twéy-ml 'I leave him'
	twéy-ml 'you leave him'
	twéy-ml 'she leaves him'
	twéy-ml 'we leave him'
	twéy-ml 'you (pl.) leave him'

This special treatment of these two roots must therefore be a very old feature of Salish, and it is striking that it shows up in such disparate languages as Upper Chehalis and Thompson, but not the languages between. Cognates for these two roots do occur elsewhere in Salish (those for fawaila- are particularly common), although there usually appears to be no irregularity in their use; at least Lillooet and Shuswap have analogically added -ni- to third person forms, resulting in twéyml-s, which is completely regular.

20. CVC reduplication occurs in Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz, although it is not common. Elsewhere this pattern marks plurality, but the function has shifted in Tsamosan to mean 'frequentative' or 'repeated activity'. A few examples are given in (28).

(28) Ch ?it wák-wák'i 'he went again and again'
	Ch s-lafq-t-fq-t 'he is slapping it over and over'
	Ch s-máxt-máxt-m 'it is aching'
	Ch t-awumáq-t 'bumps'
	Cz máq-máq- 'he paid me over and over'
	Cz s-máxt-máxt-m 'he is howling'
	Cz ?it (t-lafq-t-fq-t 'he kept slapping himself'
	Cz s-x'm-x'm-x'm 'he keeps poking me'

The pattern is not unusual for Salish, although the changed function is. Plural formation is important in Tsamosan, and there are multiple means of marking plurality (see 26 below), although reduplication is not one of them.

21. Reduplication of C2 of roots is general in Interior Salish to indicate a variety of out-of-control notions; this type of reduplication is far less common on the coast. C2 reduplication is used widely on the coast to indicate diminutives, and it also has this function in southern Interior languages. Northern Interior languages, however, create diminutives by the typologically unusual means of reduplicating the stressed vowel and following consonant, wherever this stressed vowel may occur in the word—whether in the root or in a suffix. It is this last pattern that turns up in Upper Chehalis, although its function is not to mark diminutive; rather it serves a variety of functions, such as 'slow, gradual activity', 'superlative', 'persistent, frequent', 'while going', 'become a color' or 'by oneself', and it occurs in some counting forms. Upper Chehalis examples of these functions are given in (29). Unstressed vowels are deleted from these forms according to closed/open syllable structure (see 2 above), although there are many exceptions ('by oneself' forms show -sc, and 'become a color' forms show no deletion, although both classes are small).
Further details of this reduplication can be found in Kinkade (1985). Cowlitz seems also to have had this reduplication pattern, although examples are rare in the data available. Cowlitz s-Tax-s-\(n\) / \(\text{lit Taks-s}\-n\) 'examine, read', from s-T\(\text{axi}\)-s-\(n\) / \(\text{lit Taks}\-n\) 'see, look (at) is such a case, however.

22. C\(n\) reduplication, common in Central Salish, Tillamook, Bella Coola, and southern Interior Salish, and present but less common in northern Interior Salish, is completely absent from Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz.

23. Except in Tsamosan, diminutives are formed throughout Salish by reduplication. Except in the three northern Interior languages, this reduplication is of \(C\text{uv}\) with or without a vowel (when there is a vowel, it may copy the root vowel, or it may be \(i\) or \(u\)). The three northern Interior languages do have this type of reduplication, used in a function clearly related to diminutive notions, but use a stress-oriented VC reduplication as the productive diminutive construction. Tsamosan languages have two patterns for diminutive: Lower Chehalis and Quinault suffix -\(u\)-t to the form (and other glottalization may appear within the word), and Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis lengthen the stressed vowel. Examples from Lower Chehalis and Quinault are given in (30) and from Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis in (31).

24. Indirective suffixes are used throughout Salish to advance an oblique argument to direct object status, while moving the original direct object into oblique status or omitting it entirely. Most languages have two or three of these suffixes, with a few southern Interior languages (e.g. Columbian) having three or four. Upper Chehalis has four \(-\text{it}, -\text{lux}^\text{t}, -\text{ni}, -\text{mi}\) and three have been recorded for Cowlitz \(-\text{it}, -\text{lux}^\text{t}, -\text{ni}\). The first of these \(-\text{it}\) has cognates elsewhere in most Salishan languages; \(-\text{ni}\) has cognates in Lushootseed (on two roots only), Nooksack, Cowichan, Sechelt, and Squamish (where it is common); and \(-\text{mi}\) may be cognate with an indirective suffix in Sechelt and Comox-Sliammon. I know of no cognates for \(-\text{lux}^\text{t}\). An example of each, contrasted with a form with bare transitive marking, is given in (32) from Upper Chehalis, using primarily third person forms.

25. Two very common suffixes found in Cowlitz, Upper Chehalis, and Lower Chehalis are \(-\text{w}(-\text{im})\) (imperfective; \(-\text{w}\) - Lower Chehalis) and \(-\text{f}(-\text{Im})\) (perfective). Their grammatical function appears to have been lost, other than to mark intransitivity. They are restricted in occurrence, however, by root shape, occurring only following biconsonantal roots or C\(\text{vC}\) roots (where \(R\) is any resonant; Cowlitz often has \(-\text{f}\) following other triconsonantal roots as well), and they never occur after any other root shape. Some C\(\text{vC}\) roots can also appear in perfective forms as C\(\text{vCvC}\)—and do so regularly in Cowlitz—and \(-\text{f}\) may appear after this shape. With a handful of exceptions, all such roots must be followed by these suffixes in intransitive forms, except that \(-\text{f}\) is not used regularly in Lower Chehalis. Examples of the suffixes are given in (33), and the most common exceptions in (34).

26. Since Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz no longer use CVC reduplication for pluralization (see 20 above), some other marking had to be developed. This was done with a vengeance, and there is a plethora of other morphemic structures.
of pluralizing devices in Upper Chehalis (the smaller number in Cowlitz may have to do with the limited data available). Furthermore, there is an enormous amount of variation both of the various plural markers and the stems to which they attach. Two of the Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz plural markers are restricted to certain classes of words: kin terms (and a few others) use a prefix -n- (or -ns-; -n- in Cowlitz) and a suffix -in (also -tan and -ni in Cowlitz; see examples in 35), and descriptives and their derivatives take the suffix -it (-nit in Cowlitz; see examples in 36, where the extra -a- is another plural marker).

(35) Ch nētētē / n-ētētē-n 'younger brother(s)'
Ch ilive / n-live-in 'grandchild/children'
Cz kaby? / n-x-kaby?-in 'grandmother(s)'
Cz s-āv, s-āv-t / n-x-s-āv-t-in 'older siblings(s)'

(36) Ch ʔisy / ʔisy-il 'good / good ones'
Ch tō-mā / tō-m-ā-ii 'short / short ones'
Cz kāq- / kāq-a-ii-il 'long / long ones'
Cz ṭuc-nāw-4 / ṭuc-nāw-a-4-il 'old person(s)'

The restricted use of the -i suffix suggests that adjectives might be considered a separate word class or subclass in Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis.

Besides these two suffixes, Upper Chehalis has four ways of creating plurals, with zero marking for a small number of stems making a fifth way; two of these are not attested in Cowlitz. The differences among these various plural markers are not entirely clear; there is a tendency for one or another to occur with a given stem. Boas (1927) did elic a few contrasting sets in Upper Chehalis; two of these are given (with his glosses) in (37) and (38).

(37) tālī 'star, stars'
 tālī-ii 'all stars'
tālī-ii 'stars singly'
tālī-q'i 'all the stars, one group of stars'
tālī-umā, tālī-umā-ii 'all the stars mixed up in one place, some stars'

(38) wít 'canoe'
wít-ii 'canoes'
wít-q'i 'crowd of canoes'
wít-ii-q'i-il 'fleet of canoes'
wít-ii-umā 'canoes close to each other in a bunch'

The plural marker -ni frequently occurs with other plural markers, as in (38) and (36). In spite of apparent inconsistencies in usage, the following distinctions may hold for these plural markers:

- ni- 'all of a class or members of a family'
- a? 'distributive, multiple individual entities'
- q'i- 'collective, a cohesive group'
- umā 'partitive, an aggregate (not cohesive)'

The first two of these plurals occur frequently in Boas’s data, although they were little used by the last speakers of the language from 1960 onwards. The partitive form -umā (with over twenty variations, including -umā, -uml, -uml, -umāl) is derived from the lexical suffix for 'people, person', and the kinship plural constructions with -it-[stem]-i is also found in Central Salishan languages; the origin of the other affixes is unknown.

The -a? form is not strictly a suffix, but occurs after Cz of the stem, regardless of whether that consonant is final or not. When it precedes another consonant, ? may either drop out or attach to an adjacent resonant. This affix occurs readily with transitive as well as intransitive forms, as in the Upper Chehalis forms of 'turn over, turn around, roll over' in (39). The intransitives have a plural subject, the transitive a plural object.

(39) s-p'hē-w-n / sli p'hē-4 singular intransitive
s-p'hē-w-n / sli p'hē-4 plural intransitive
s-p'hē-w-n / sli p'hē-4 singular transitive
s-p'hē-w-n / sli p'hē-4 plural transitive

(The vowel changes here are regular; 5 becomes i in the plural in a C5C root and i in a C6RC root.)

27. Cowlitz has a third person possessive unlike anything else found in Salish. This is generally one of the stabilest morphemes in Salish, appearing everywhere as -s. Cowlitz does have -s; it is used only in subordinate clauses for a possessed predicate. Otherwise Cowlitz uses -i. Since this creates a word ending in an open syllable, underlying vowels may be retained in the rest of the word (although these vowel deletion rules do not operate in Cowlitz entirely as they do in Upper Chehalis). Examples in (40) contrast possessed and unpossessed forms.

(40) kāy-i / kāy-ii 'his/her grandmother / grandmother'
sīg-s-n'm / sīg-s-nm 'its tail / tail'
kīl-ii / kīl-ii 'his/her hand, arm / hand, arm'
lātām-i / lātām 'his/her table / table'

An origin for this suffix is unknown.

28. Inchoative formations are common in Salish, although ways of marking inchoative are extremely diverse. Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis use the suffix -aw- followed by the middle voice suffix (which may then be transitivized with causative suffixes); this suffix is always stressed in Upper Chehalis. The Lower Chehalis suffix is -y'ap. Examples are given in (41).

(41) Ch s-A-bô-dw-mii-n / sli A-bô-dw-m 'it is getting cold / it got cold'
Ch s-A-bô-dw-m-stn / sli A-bô-dw-m-x 'he is making it cold, he made it cold'
Cz s-thy-s-umii-n / sli thy-s-umii-m 'he is getting sick / he got sick'
Lo s-x-y'ap-n 'it is getting spoiled'
Upper Chehalis has a number of lexical suffixes resembling the Lower Chehalis inchoative suffix, although it is difficult to see how any of them could have developed an inchoative meaning (although a development from one meaning ‘inside’ is conceivable). The origin of -m- is unknown.

29. Cowlitz, Upper Chehalis and Lower Chehalis use a special suffix to detransitivize a transitive form. The resultant form is usually translated as ‘do something’, with an object implied but not expressed directly. If it is expressed, it must be done in an oblique phrase. The underlying shape of the suffix in all three languages is -m-; vowel reduction or loss and devoicing of the /l/ result in differences in surface forms. This morpheme is frequently accompanied by glottalization, which is best considered an infixed glottal stop; it attaches to the /l/ if the vowel is kept, and to the m if the vowel is deleted because the /l/ is devoiced in word-final position. Examples are in (42).

(42) Ch s·H'p·mat·n / t'ú H'p·m- / 'he is shooting / he shot (an arrow)'
Ch s·liau·mat·ς / t'ú liau·m- / 'you (sg.) are pushing / you pushed (something)'
Cz s·k̚·m̚·maq̚·n / t'ú k̚·m̚·m- / 'I was counting / I counted (something)'
Lo t·c̚·q̚·m·m-n / 'he was digging (something)'
Lo l̚·l̚·na·s·x·m·m·m / 'I can’t see'

The m of this suffix may ultimately be related to -m ‘middle voice’; if so it is not clear what the rest of the form comes from.

30. Tsamosan has two forms of the middle voice suffix, distinguished as usual by aspect (see 43).

(43) Lo y̚·laq̚·mat·n / y̚·laq̚·m- / 'she is telling lies / she told lies'
Lo t̚·p̚·p̚·maq̚·n / 'it is boiling'
Ch s̚·l̚·k̚·a·pa·maq̚·n / t̚·l̚·k̚·a·s·a·n·m- / 'there is lightning / there was lightning'
Ch s̚·m̚·q̚·k̚·a·maq̚·n / t̚·q̚·m̚·q̚·k̚·a·s·a·n·m̚ / 'he is swelling / he was swollen'
Cz s·k̚·a·q̚·q̚·a·s·a·n·m·w·t̚· / t̚·k̚·a·q̚·q̚·a·s·a·n·m̚·k̚· / 'we are hunting / we hunted'
Cz s·a·q̚·q̚·m·w·t̚· / t̚·q̚·q̚·m· / 'it is thundering / it thundered'

Middle forms in Salish are generally marked by a suffixed -m (or a regular development of *m), although Thompson has -me- or -m, and Straits Salish has both -ag ‘control middle’ and -apa ‘non-control middle’ (Montler 1986:178-179). It is not impossible that the Tsamosan -mat- is cognate with the last part of this Straits form.3

31. Comparative and superlative forms created by inflection seem to be infrequent in Salishan language. However, Upper Chehalis has both grades, and Cowlitz expressed both by using preposed particles. Examples are given in (44).

3 Other Central Salishan languages have suffixes somewhat like this Salish non-control middle suffix, and they are analyzed as being the reflexive suffix built on the m paradigm (e.g. Clallam -ap; cf. Thompson and Thompson 1971:284), just as the usual reflexive is built on the c paradigm. However, this Salishan suffix is not translated as a reflexive, but usually as ‘finally’, so it may not be the same as the m paradigm reflexive after all.

(44) Ch t̚·n̚·a·k̚·a· / s̚·x̚·a·k̚·a· ‘sharper, sharpest’
Ch ñ·m̚·q̚·a· / s̚·m̚·q̚·a· ‘newer, newest’
Ch t̚·w̚·y̚·, s̚·w̚·y̚·a· ‘better, best’
Cz t̚·k̚·m̚· / t̚·m̚·m̚· ‘better, best’
Cz t̚·m̚·ñ̚·m̚· ‘further’
Cz t̚·m̚·ñ̚·m̚· ‘worst’

The differences between the Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz constructions are surprising, given the closeness of these languages. They may result either because these constructions are relatively new or because the Cowlitz speakers were unclear about them (none of the last speakers of Cowlitz had used this language much for many years). The Upper Chehalis superlative construction is a complex one, requiring a prefix, reduplication, and a suffix (the adjective plural suffix precedes the superlative suffix, as in s̚·x̚·a·y̚·l̚·t̚·a· ‘the best ones”).

32. A common suffix in Interior Salish is -itx (and its regular developments); it is found in all seven of those languages, and has been labelled ‘autonomous’, among other things. It occurs with most roots indicating motion, and sometimes with others. Cognates occur in Central Salish (and apparently Tillamook and Bella Coola), although with varying degrees of productivity and different functions. There are also cognates in Tsamosan; the suffix is fairly common in Cowlitz, but strictly residual in Upper Chehalis, where it has been found with only six roots. Examples are given in (45), although these do not indicate the actual range of variation found in these suffixes.

(45) Ch s̚·n̚·k̚·/it̚·a·q̚· / t̚·m̚·k̚·t̚·a· ‘1 am dreaming / 1 dreamed’
Ch s̚·k̚·q̚·÷·q̚·a· / t̚·m̚·q̚·÷·q̚·a· ‘I am turning off / I turned off (a road)’
Cz s̚·q̚·÷·q̚·a· / t̚·q̚·÷·q̚·a· ‘he is turning off / he turned off (a road)’
Cz s̚·o̚·k̚·k̚·÷·k̚·a· / t̚·o̚·k̚·k̚·÷·k̚·a· ‘he is following him / he followed him’

The major difference in this suffix from the rest of Salish is that it again appears in two forms, one for each aspectual category; the final x (or ñ) appears only in the perfective forms (with ñ lost before ñ in Upper Chehalis; see 5 above), and the imperfective form usually has a t following the ñ (with expected vowel variations).

33. Upper Chehalis allows a construction that appears to consist only of the stative aspect prefix xac- and a lexical suffix, with no root between them. An alternative analysis would be to treat xac- as a root indicating location (an idea supported by an alternative form of the morpheme, xac-, because the stative prefix is not otherwise attested with c), although then it would be peculiar in never occurring with aspect markers, or any kind of diathesis affixes. The resultant constructions are, in fact, locative constructions, and can often be translated as nouns in English. Whatever analysis they are given, they are odd constructions, and possibly unique to Upper Chehalis. Examples are given in (46).

(46) xac·a·m̚· ‘be in a canoe’
xac·m̚·q̚·a· ‘thought, mind, something inside the mind’
xac·q̚·k̚·a· ‘inside’
xac·q̚·k̚·a· ‘put something in the mouth, be in the mouth’
These constructions are usually argued as, and as such occur with, arguments. They may also be preceded by the suffix that indicates such notions as subordination, imperfective aspect, and nominalization. Further details of this construction can be found in Kinkade (1967a).

34. Passives indicated by -im (or developed from -am) occur everywhere in Salish. Some analysts prefer not to call these passives, although they certainly consistently do some of the things that passives traditionally do; in particular they denote an agent from subject status and promote a patient to subject status. This -im is probably ultimately complex (and is so treated here), consisting of -t 'transitive' and -m, which may be the same as -m 'middle voice'. Less widespread, but probably going back to Proto-Salish, is another passive marker -t used in subordinate clauses. This construction is still common in much of Central Salish and in Tsamosan. Various languages have rearranged pronominal paradigms using these passive components such that there may be only one passive form left (although the affixes themselves may be present, as in Interior Salish, where -t is part of active paradigms), or elaborated them (as in Bella Coola). Tsamosan keeps both these original suffixes and has added two more.

Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz have extended the perfective/imperfective aspectual split to passive suffixes in main clauses, although not to subordinate clauses. This results in three suffixes in complementary distribution according to aspect and clause type. The suffixes are given in (47).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perfective</th>
<th>Imperfective</th>
<th>Subordinate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-st</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the perfective forms most commonly appear as -im, the -t here is clearly treated as the 'transitive', because whatever transitivizer is called for semantically (stem-causative, -min 'relational', -tar, or zero) is what precedes -m, yielding the Upper Chehalis perfective passive forms given in (48).

The Cowlitz equivalent of -st is -ct. Examples of passives in Cowlitz are given in (49).

Available data make it clear that the forms in -st and -ct are passives, although they have one peculiarity that makes them look active. In perfective forms, the subject (expressing the patient) is indicated by usual perfective subject clitics, as in (50).

(50) *ili? sq'a;l{-im *ili? sq'awld{-im *ili? sq'a;lyam-l{-im *ili? sq'a;ll{-im. 'I was shut up by Witch.'

[FUT INDEF kill-TR-PASS 2sSUBJ]

In the imperfective forms, however, the subject (expressing the patient) is indicated by the object suffixes that would appear in the active form, as in (51).

(51) *s'q'a;ll{-im *s'q'a;ll{-im. 'I am catching cold.' [s-cold-1sOBJ-PASS]

Such forms are infrequent; however, paradigms and translations indicate that they are indeed passives. These three are, in fact, the only examples in available data; the first two were elicited, the second is from a text collected by Boas.

The subordinate passive is essentially like that found elsewhere in Salish, except that the form in Upper Chehalis may be either -t or -i, as in (52).

(52) *li? sq'a;ll{-im *li? sq'a;ll{-im. 'There Bluejay was caught up to by his sister.'

The Cowlitz examples in available data were elicited, the second is from a text collected by Boas.

The agent in these examples is expressed in an oblique phrase marked by the preposition *t. The fourth passive in Tsamosan occurs in both Upper Chehalis (*-a) and Cowlitz (*-u). This is a non-control passive (the others are all control passives), and is roughly equivalent to an English gerundive. It may passivize either transitive or intransitive forms. Examples are given in (53) for Upper Chehalis and (54) for Cowlitz. Note that native translations are often in the active voice, although the meanings make it clear that the subject markers used represent patients.

(53) *c'a;ll{-im *c'a;ll{-im. 'Water came in on us.' [overflow-PASS 1sSUBJ]

[splash-PASS-n-3SUBJ INDEF mud and INDEF sand]

(54) *s'q'a;ll{-im *s'q'a;ll{-im. 'It got dark on me.' [PERF dark-PASS 1sSUBJ]

[splash-PASS-n-3SUBJ INDEF mud and INDEF sand]
35. The retention of the topical object suffix -wati-wall distinguishes the Tsamosan languages from neighboring languages. This suffix, which gives special marking to an object when the topic of discourse is direct object rather than in its usual subject status, is found in Tsimshian and Tlingit, both geographically separated from Tsamosan. It is also found in Lushootseed, although only marginally, and it seems clear that its use there has been declining markedly. On the other hand, it is quite common in Tsamosan, and occurs in most Upper Chehalis texts; instances can be found in the very few texts extant in Cowlitz and Quinault, although not in the one, short transcribed text available in Lower Chehalis (Eells and Boas 1882). This suffix is very important in Tsamosan discourse for keeping track of topics, and has an extended use in an agent hierarchy (see 37 below). Although the suffix can be elicited in its topical object function, it is most commonly found in texts, where it is important to keep track of topics. Examples of its use in Upper Chehalis are given in (55) and (56); both are from texts.

(55) tios qw'at'-mit-n i 1k'q'ax' `While Beaver talks [to her]`
  [while talk-MDL-3SUBJ INDEF Beaver]
  ?itu qins-HK-x-wali-n-i mit x 1k'q'ax'-yuk. `then the baby wants to go to him.'
  [then want-fetch-TR-TO-n-3SUBJ DEF DEF s-baby]  

(56) h'iyor il'-all-mit-n caa i qle'-ca-t. `And then Witch starts out again.'
  [and then start-MDL-3SUBJ again INDEF Witch]
  k'exw'ax'-wam-3 SUBJ sit sm'dli. `She gets to the mountain.'
  [get-TR-INTR-3SUBJ to DEF mountain]
  t'ecu 1 xan'-x's. `There is X'an'-x's.'
  [there INDEF X'an'-x's]
  ?ac'-q'q'-naw-te-wa'. `He is waiting for her.'
  [ST-wait-TR-TO]

In (55) 'the baby' is subject of the second line, although Beaver is still the topic; this is expressed by the use of -wali. Otherwise 'he goes to him' would be s-HK'-u-1-n. In (56) Witch remains topic throughout the entire passage; even though X'an'-x's'one is emphasized in the third line, he does not become topic, or the fourth line would be ?ac'-q'm-xaw'-n. Further discussion of the topical object suffix in Salish can be found in Kinkade (1990).

36. Compounding of roots occurs throughout Salish only to a moderate degree, and some languages disfavor it strongly. Upper Chehalis, however, uses compounding extensively, even combining prepositions. Compounds are a phonological unit, with a single primary stress, and all further inflections or derivation occur outside the compounded morphemes. Examples of this compounding are given in (57), and that of prepositions in (58).

(57) niswsanit, pan-niswsanit `Independence Day' (literally "time-big-Sunday")
  ?b'aq'-low-t `wide trail'
  s-A'q'-ax'-t-n 'she is looking for blackberries'

(58) nU-t 'for, to' (nU 'of, from'; t 'in, to, at')
  s-Tat, s-at 'to, into, on' (t 'to, into'; Tat 'in, on, into, toward')

This last compound preposition can in turn be combined with a lexical root, as in (59).

(59) s-Tat-m'ca-n-m 'to center' (s-Tat 'center'; m-MDL)

This particular common compounds with qins- 'want' (always with s- preceding the second part of the compound) or 3nam- as first element (see 60). The latter are commonly used to indicate past time.

(60) qins-s-jx-ei 'she wants to look at me' (jx- 'see')
  ?ac-3nam-3jxw' 'he is full grown' (3nam- 'grow, raise')

Compounding is so extensive in Upper Chehalis that some roots take on the function of lexical suffixes (especially wit 'canoe', z'd 'house', and A'de 'belly') when used as second member of the compound. Compounding appears to be similar in Cowlitz; however, the data are not extensive enough to know how similar the situation is there.

37. Agent hierarchies are reported for several Central Salishan languages (Jelinek and Demers 1983; Gerulits 1988), but do not seem to occur in Interior Salish. Upper Chehalis has two such hierarchies, and they are different from those that occur in Central Salish. One of these hierarchies is a prohibition on the co-occurrence of any second person object suffix with a first person plural subject. Instead, third person object suffixes must be used, and if the second person is expressed overtly it must be as a direct object complement coreferential with the third person object suffix, as in (61).

(61) ?it myx-x' et tít nswi 'we took you (sg.) in' [PERF take.in-CAUS 1SUBJ DEF you.sg]  
  ?it ?xas-?x et tit ñ1lapa 'we saw you (pl.)' [PERF see-3OBJ 1SUBJ DEF you.pl]  
  s-A'de-t-sta-tswi ëtit nswi 'we are looking for you (sg.)' [s-look.for-CAUS-1SUBJ DEF you.sg]  
  ?amu t'e-3n-en tít nswi... 'and if we defeat you...' [if FUT win-3OBJ 1SUBJ DEF you.sg]

The independent pronoun form (which is basically predicative) must be preceded by a definite article, like any other complement. The hierarchic restriction applies regardless of aspect. The second hierarchy prevents a non-human from being subject when a human is direct object. The usual way to avoid this is to use a topical object suffix, implying that the object has greater topicality than the (non-human) subject.

(62) ?it myx-x' et tít qåqät 'the dog growled at him' [PERF growl-TR-TO DEF dog]  
  s-A'de-t-sta-wal-tat qåqät 'the dog is looking for him' [s-look.for-CAUS-TO-3SUBJ DEF dog]

Such forms are readily elicited by having an animal as subject and a human as object. More extensive discussion of the agent hierarchies in Upper Chehalis can be found in Kinkade (1989).
38. Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz are unusual among Salishan languages in having a full-fledged copula. It is common in these languages to foreground a subject, and when this is done, it is followed by the copula wi and then the main predicate. Elicited sentences frequently use just this order, partly because it reflects the order of English. However, it is by no means unusual in texts to find a foregrounded subject followed by the copula. The Upper Chehalis sentences in (63) were elicited, those in (64) are taken from texts.

(63) šii s-čaq-áñš wál s-waq-ló-n ‘the door is opening’
[DEF s-go.out-door COP s-open-INTR-3SUBJ]
šića wí ší sówla-mi ‘I asked you’ [I COP PERF ask-2sOBJ 1sSUBJ]

(64) šii s-qíl-áš wí súw tó-má. ‘The day is short.’
[DEF s-day-2 COP too-short-INTR]
cúlláwš wí tóq-söl-lím t liwaát-samrá. ‘They are pretty women.’
[they COP good-appearance INDEF women-PL]
šića wí šíla dá. ‘I am a chief.’ [I COP chief 1sSUBJ]

The copula may also be used as a main predicate, just like ‘be’ in English, as in (65), and this predicative use can even follow its use as a copula, as in (66).

(65) ši wí šác-xé-ná ‘he got weak’ [PERF COP ST-weak-INTR]

(66) čuí ší wí ši wí c-op-áš ‘he got strong’ [he COP PERF COP strong-face]

One of the major syntactic uses of the copula is in subordinate constructions, particularly following the negative nitínu. In this use, s- ‘subordinate, nominalizer, imperfective’ is prefixed to the copula, which then takes possessive affixes as person markers; it can be preceded by sa ‘past’, ša ‘future’, or q’at’ modal, conditional, or s ‘unrealized, future’ can replace s- Another predicate follows this construction, and will have its own inflections. Examples are given in (67).

(67) mitů t s-wí-nás ši k’ášé-má. ‘He didn’t listen to them.’
[not INDEF s-COP-3POSS PERF listen-REL]
mitů t s-wí-nás ší nám-nas-nom tń. ‘He disagreed with me.’
[not INDEF s-COP-3POSS PERF done-promise-mind 1pSUBJ]
mitů t n-s-wí s-túñ-n. ‘I’m not singing.’
[not INDEF 1sPOSS-s-COP song-3SUBJ]
q’áwš t s-wí-nás tís-cwe-n yámí. ‘A long time they were there.’
[how.long INDEF s-COP-3POSS ST-COP-DEF 3pl]

This construction is discussed in detail in Kinkade (1976).

An unusual feature of the copula is that it can even be transitivized, and then means ‘do, put’ or, with a long vowel, ‘have, own’. In these derivations, it does not differ from other predicates. Examples are given in (68).

(68) ší wí-t-xá ŋ yíŋq. ‘I put it around my neck.’ [PERF COP-TR-CAUS 1sSUBJ necklace]
(c’áwš wi) tís-wé-t-xá t q’ámq. ‘He owns a dog.’ [he COP ST-COP-TR-CAUS INDEF dog]

Another common derivation is with a stative aspect prefix, a lengthened vowel, and a suffixed s ‘definite’ (with an imperfective counterpart s-wé-n-nas-n). This form means ‘have, live, be, stay’, examples are the last sentence in (67) and those given in (69).

(69) šii-ná wí t’sáš s-qíl-sá s-dá-n-má. ‘There is rolling everywhere.’
[ST-COP-DEF INDEF roll-INTR-3SUBJ all s-where-n-MDL]
wé-n-nas-n né cíná wí q’tí-ší. ‘He stayed five days.’
[COP-n-DEF-3SUBJ OBL five s-day-2]
šišé-ná s t’í-spré. ‘He has an older brother.’ [ST-COP-DEF INDEF older.brother-3POSS]

All these usages are common both in textual and elicited material in Upper Chehalis.

39. Deictic particles are numerous in Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz, and form elaborate paradigms. Definite and indefinite articles are required for virtually all syntactic arguments. The articles have both spatial and temporal implications (here-there, now-then). The most common ones with arguments are s ‘indefinite’, ši ‘definite, proximate’, and tń ‘definite, distal’, ši ‘definite, near/past’ is less common in this role (all these have feminine gender counterparts, with c for the final i). This last one, however, is the usual mark of perfective aspect. This fits semantically, since perfective aspect usually refers to a completed (hence past) action. Other articles also turn up as perceptive markers, although not as commonly as ši. Some examples from Upper Chehalis of ši and ši as aspect markers in (70) contrast with those same deictic particles in (71) functioning as definite articles.

(70) šíša ší q’íq’ tń. ‘We will just gamble (race).’
[just PERF gamble 1pSUBJ]
šíca wí ší šáš-k’ášá ŋ. ‘As for me, I have received spirit power.’
[I COP PERF 1-spirit.power 1sSUBJ]

(71) šída-t-atáw ŋ šáš-k’ak’á. ‘We’ll make darkness.’
[make-1pSUBJ DEF dark-INTR]
k’áš-mís-n ŋ c’šq’íq’. ‘He arrived at the Ant’s.’
[get.to-REL-3SUBJ DEF Ant]

The use of deictic particles to mark aspect is not reported for other Salishan languages.

40. One common discourse feature that sets the Tsamosan languages off from neighboring Salishan languages is the use of five as a pattern number. This also occurs in neighboring Southern Lushootseed, and in the Interior in Columbian and sometimes in Colville and Spokane. This trait apparently spread northward from Sahaptin and Chinook, where five is also the pattern number. What makes the Tsamosan languages is the use of five different from other Salishan languages is the way it is emphasized. Persons and objects in Tsamosan texts are repeatedly said to occur in fives, and events are often pointedly counted. In the Interior languages, the use of a pattern number is much less overt.
41. Another discourse feature that may be peculiar to Upper Chehalis involves the distribution of the s- prefix. It was noted earlier (in 14) that it is used to mark dependent clauses and nominalizations, as well as to indicate imperfective aspect in independent clauses. Footnote two points out that it is, however, commonly absent as a marker of imperfectives in texts. Its usage there is nevertheless systematic. The s- occurs regularly in all quoted speech in texts, but not in the narrative of the text. This formal marking of direct speech sets it off from the narrative, although it is the reverse of the marking of indirect speech typical of many of the languages of western Europe. Such marking is unreported for other Salishan languages.

**Vocabulary**

The distinctness of Tsamosan indicated by lexicostatistical studies is real. Comparative studies involving vocabulary in general, ignoring the notion of basic vocabulary, show that Tsamosan consistently stands apart from the rest of Salish. In set after set of etymologies, Tsamosan languages lack cognates with the rest of Salish, or correspond only with Interior Salishan languages, or match only Southern Lushootseed or Twana. There are frequent matches between Tsamosan and Tillamook alone as well. Naturally, there are many correspondences with Central Salish and Salish in general; however, the number of differences remains striking. Within Tsamosan there is a consistent split between the two western and the two eastern languages in vocabulary, although Lower Chehalis often corresponds with Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz, leaving Quinault alone distinctive. Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis match very closely in vocabulary, as well as in the rest of the structure of the languages; the similarities are so great that it would not be unreasonable to consider Satsop, Oakville Chehalis, Tenino Chehalis, and Cowlitz as a chain of dialects or Twana.

The distinctness of Tsamosan indicated by lexicostatistical studies is real. Comparative studies involving vocabulary in general, ignoring the notion of basic vocabulary, show that Tsamosan consistently stands apart from the rest of Salish. In set after set of etymologies, Tsamosan languages lack cognates with the rest of Salish, or correspond only with Interior Salishan languages, or match only Southern Lushootseed or Twana. There are frequent matches between Tsamosan and Tillamook alone as well. Naturally, there are many correspondences with Central Salish and Salish in general; however, the number of differences remains striking. Within Tsamosan there is a consistent split between the two western and the two eastern languages in vocabulary, although Lower Chehalis often corresponds with Upper Chehalis and Cowlitz, leaving Quinault alone distinctive. Cowlitz and Upper Chehalis match very closely in vocabulary, as well as in the rest of the structure of the languages; the similarities are so great that it would not be unreasonable to consider Satsop, Oakville Chehalis, Tenino Chehalis, and Cowlitz as a chain of dialects or Twana. However, Cowlitz speakers did not quite understand Upper Chehalis (at least its Oakville variety), and so they can be left as separate languages. In any event, Elmendorf (1969) is correct in considering the four Tsamosan languages as a language chain, and as a group distinct from the rest of Salish.

The predominant use here of examples from one language—Upper Chehalis—is not a problem. This is because only Upper Chehalis adjoins other Salishan languages, and any contact between other Tsamosan languages and non-Tsamosan Salishan languages would have been indirect and probably infrequent. Even though maps show Twana territory adjoining Quinault, contact was negligible because of difficult terrain (cf. Elmendorf 1969). Therefore Cowlitz, Lower Chehalis, and Quinault can be expected to have even more differences from other Salish than Upper Chehalis does because reinforcement and borrowing would not have occurred. If Upper Chehalis is as distinctive as it is, other Tsamosan languages are likely to be even more different from the rest of Salish.
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